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ABSTRACT

Warfare in the physical world, both asymmetrical and conventional,  
has occurred throughout history. However, war in cyberspace is a  
more recent phenomenon, and there is still much to be explored and  
understood. Because cyberspace is inherently asymmetric, many lessons 

learned from asymmetric warfare in the physical world also apply to cyber conflicts.  
This article will examine the online battle waged by Anonymous against ISIS and  
analyze five asymmetrical characteristics of cyber conflicts: the vulnerability of con- 
ventionally-powerful actors to attacks from relatively weaker adversaries, the uncon- 
ventional nature of offensive tactics, the low level of intensity of those tactics, the  
ability of actors to organize and aggressively operate in an extremely decentralized 
manner, and the strategic goal of breaking willpower or forcing a change of policy. 
Understanding the asymmetrical nature of cyber conflicts and applying appropriate 
lessons learned will lead to a more effective defensive posture against cyber-aggressors 
and facilitate a more secure operating environment in cyberspace.

INTRODUCTION
War in cyberspace is a recent phenomenon, as the first computer networks were 

implemented only in the mid-20th century. In early 2015, the world for the first time 
witnessed a public declaration of war by a non-state actor that operates almost exclu-
sively in cyberspace—the collective known as Anonymous—as they openly challenged 
the Islamic State and their online resources and operations. This conflict has waged 
on into 2017 [1], and it serves to highlight the many similarities between asymmetri-
cal conflicts in the physical world and conflicts carried out solely online. As a result, 
many lessons learned from fighting kinetic wars against asymmetrical foes also apply 
to the fight against non-state actors in cyberspace. This article will examine this battle 
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and analyze the five asymmetrical characteristics of 
cyber conflicts that make cyberspace an inherently 
friendly environment for asymmetrical conflicts.  

Who Are Anonymous? Why Do They Matter?

Anonymous is a hacktivist collective, [2] a network 
of loosely affiliated individuals, groups and other 
entities with little to no structure, organization or 
membership requirements that attacks targets in  
cyberspace and is motivated by various causes often 
related to freedom of information and human rights. 
Historically, Anonymous’ favorite targets can be 
categorized as the “big three”: big business, big  
government, and big religious organizations. [3] Anon-
ymous describes itself as having “a very loose and 
decentralized command structure that operates on 
ideas rather than directives.” [4] Major Anonymous 
operations are typically driven and guided by a 
very small group of core members relying on their 
ability to convince other potential supporters of  
the worthiness of the proposed cause—a process 
that has historically caused internal friction and  
disagreement. [5]

Anonymous’ most common online tactics include 
website defacements, distributed denial-of-service 
(DDoS) attacks, unauthorized account access, and 
data exfiltration. To execute DDoS attacks, Anony-
mous members use publicly available tools such as 
Gigaloader, JMeter, Low-Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC), 
and botnets. [6] Their tactics are frequently illegal 
and often cause damage to their targets. As one  
expert notes,

 “…downtime that lasts for hours or days 
can cost companies thousands in lost rev-
enue or extra bandwidth cost. Participating 
in a DDoS attack is also illegal, breaking 
the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act in the 
United States as well as the 2006 Police 
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and Justice Act in the United Kingdom; in both countries, perpetrators face a  
maximum penalty of ten years in prison.” [7] 

While DDoS attacks and the defacement of websites require precious resources (such as 
time and money) to restore networks, systems, and data to their original state, the more 
important result is the attention drawn by such attacks. This is where Anonymous makes 
its most significant impact. The group influences public opinion and government policies 
by training the proverbial spotlight on its chosen issues through the use of cyberattacks. 
As an example, Anonymous took on the repressive regime of Tunisian President Zine  
El Abidine Ben Ali in January of 2011 via the use of DDoS attacks, website defacement, 
the sharing of cybertools with dissidents, and facilitating the flow of information into  
and out of the country in support of the rebels. [8] Shortly after Anonymous initiated its 
online involvement, Ben Ali dissolved his government and fled to Saudi Arabia. However, 
around the same time that Ali’s regime was collapsing, the Islamic State was beginning  
to actively and aggressively oppose the fledgling Iraqi democracy, terrorize Iraqi citizens 
and spreading its violence to neighboring Syria.

The Rise of ISIS

The Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), also known as ISIL, Daesh or simply the  
Islamic State, is a Sunni militant group attempting to create a worldwide caliphate. [9] ISIS 
can trace its beginnings to 1999, when a Jordanian militant named Abu Musab al- 
Zarqawi, who had previously met and been influenced by Osama bin Laden, formed a 
group called Jamā‘at al-Tawhīd wa-al-Jihād (The Organization of Monotheism and Jihad). 
In 2004, Zarqawi renamed the group Tanzīm Qā‘idat al-Jihād fī Bilād al-Rāfidayn, although 
it was known as al-Qaeda in Iraq. [10] The group merged with several other similar orga-
nizations over time and went through two significant leadership changes. Zarqawi and 
several subsequent leaders were killed by US and coalition action, and in 2010, Abu Bakr 
al-Baghdadi assumed command. Baghdadi leads an organization that, in the opinion of one 
expert, “has exploited these technologies more successfully than any of its contemporaries 
in the Islamist world.” [11]

Throughout its history, ISIS has proven to be especially adept at leveraging cyberspace 
and, more specifically, social media in order to conduct the full lifecycle of terrorist oper-
ations. [12] Through their online operations, ISIS operatives recruit members, issue opera-
tional instructions, disseminate propaganda, and, more directly related to their ultimate 
goal, provoke fear in an attempt to change the behavior and policy of their targets. [13] As 
one defense analyst notes,

 Although the overarching message is fear, the Islamic State’s propaganda ma-
chine has two distinct functions. In the jihadist organization’s aggressive territorial 
expansion, its social media postings have served a role once filled by leaflets air-
dropped ahead of invading armies, sowing terror, disunion, and defection. Mean-
while, its messaging to the wider global community, however gruesome to many 
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viewers, serves largely to bind the militants of the Islamic State more tightly to-
gether—and rally more sympathetic Westerners to its cause. Both these functions 
rely almost exclusively on media platforms that were nonexistent a decade ago.  [14]

ISIS has effectively incorporated online resources into almost every facet of what it does. 
However, just as cyberspace provides ISIS with a highly effective conduit for operation, it 
also provides opportunities for opponents to counter these efforts.

What Is Asymmetrical Warfare? 

Asymmetrical warfare is a conflict between actors whose military capabilities and pow-
er are so unevenly matched that the weaker side must resort to low-intensity, indirect 
and unconventional tactics and strategies to oppose its stronger opponent(s). However, 
weaker belligerents in an asymmetrical war do not typically seek the total eradication 
of their opponents, as is often the goal for conventional belligerents. Instead, the objec-
tive of the weaker power—often a revolutionary movement, insurgency, terrorist group or 
other resistance effort—can range from forcing a change in policy to completely wresting 
away political power from a government. Recent examples of asymmetrical battles include 
Al Shabaab’s struggle against the Somalian government, the Kurdish fight for autonomy 
against several Middle Eastern nations and the ongoing conflict between Hezbollah and 
Israel. ISIS’s fight against Iraq and Syria is another example of an asymmetrical war. 

Upon analysis, it is possible to identify trends and common characteristics of asymmet-
rical battles in the physical world that differentiate them from conventional wars. Five 
of the more significant features of these conflicts are: the imbalance of power between  
belligerents, the reliance of asymmetrical forces on unconventional tactics, the relatively 
low intensity of these unconventional tactics, the decentralized nature of asymmetrical 
forces, and the asymmetric force’s ultimate goal of breaking its enemies’ strategic will- 
power in order to bring about the change in policy or collapse of an entire government. 
These elements can be further described as follows: 

Imbalance of power: The catalyst for asymmetrical warfare is the clash of two  
unevenly matched adversaries. The entity with more conventional power–often (but 
not necessarily) a nation-state–typically maintains a significantly more potent 
conventional military capability and has access to greater resources and more 
advanced technology than the weaker force. It is this imbalance of power that 
compels the weaker force to leverage unconventional tactics to have any chance of 
opposing the stronger power. Specifically, when an adversary is significantly more 
powerful to the degree that a conventional battle would be a futile effort, unconven-
tional tactics become necessary.

Unconventional tactics: Unconventional tactics are those that diverge from  
traditional, standard, direct combat operations. On a traditional battlefield, they 
include covert action, hit-and-runs, ambushes, subversion, harassment, and the 
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heavy use of improvised weapons and explosives. This type of combat often re-
quires the ability to blend into an indigenous population so fighters can operate 
clandestinely and wait for opportune times to strike. Unconventional tactics  
require fighters to utilize creativity, flexibility, adaptability, extreme mobility,  
deception, and patience. Unconventional weapons are often cheap, easy to impro-
vise and require less formal training than conventional weapons. 

Low intensity: By relying on unconventional tactics, an asymmetrical force, by 
definition, chooses to forego the use of more conventional and potent tactics, as 
using these tactics against a conventionally stronger enemy would be unlikely 
to result in victory. Instead of attempting to precipitate mass casualties and  
destruction and ultimately land a killing blow, an asymmetrical force aims to  
wear down the stronger adversary with smaller attacks, often more frequent but 
lower in intensity. 

Decentralization: Asymmetrical forces in the physical world do not have a tradi-
tional hierarchical shape in their organizational structures. They are composed 
of networks of individuals and smaller cells with varying degrees of connectivity 
to each other. These networks are, by their very nature, resilient and difficult to 
destroy. And while cells can be eliminated, they can also be easily reconstituted. 
Each cell is self-sufficient, and destroying the greater organization’s leadership 
does not necessarily render the components (individuals and cells) of that network 
incapable of operating. 

Breaking strategic willpower: Unlike in conventional war, the goal of an asym-
metrical force is not the total destruction of its enemy’s forces or even the signifi-
cant degrading of its enemy’s ability to fight. Instead, unconventional fighters are 
often employed as part of a long-term plan to achieve submission, capitulation or 
retreat by breaking the will of the enemy on a strategic level. It is the willpower of 
leadership that is the real target of the asymmetrical fighter.

Anonymous and Its Online War on ISIS

Anonymous has been waging an online war against ISIS since 2015—a conflict that 
demonstrates the asymmetrical nature of cyberspace. This war began with a violent at-
tack in the physical world by a related group. In January 2015, members of Al Qaeda in 
the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) carried out several attacks within the city of Paris, high- 
lighted by the shooting at the Charlie Hebdo newspaper office. [15] Anonymous responded 
to these attacks by launching Operation Charlie Hebdo, promising a “massive” response 
in retribution and immediately taking down a French extremist website. [16] Shortly there- 
after, Anonymous expanded its attacks to other related militant targets in cyberspace 
as it initiated Operation ISIS and took down 1,500 ISIS-associated Twitter and Facebook  
accounts, claiming, “From now on, there [will be] no safe place for you online—you will 
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be treated like a virus, and we are the cure. We own the internet now.” [17] Following the 
November 2015 ISIS attacks in and around Paris that killed 130 people, Anonymous again 
declared a new war on ISIS and announced Operation Paris to “defend our values and 
our freedom.” [18] One member of Anonymous summarized the organization’s perspective 
on ISIS as follows: “We believe that [sic] all of us combined, we can show the world that 
ISIS does not have as much power as it claims it does and show the world that if ordinary 
people can fight ISIS [successfully] then the governments of the world certainly can.” The 
member continued, “ISIS is a plague on the internet and humanity.” [19] While Anonymous’ 
war against ISIS has had its struggles and some members have claimed to have given up 
the battle, [20] for many supporters it will continue for the foreseeable future. [21] 

An analysis of Anonymous’ online conflict with ISIS exhibits the five characteristics 
of traditional asymmetrical forces enumerated earlier. First, Anonymous is taking on an 
adversary that is clearly stronger regarding conventional power and has access to greater 
resources. ISIS brought in $2 billion in 2014 [22] causing it to be labeled the world’s “richest 
terror group” [23] and the “best financially endowed terrorist organization in history.” [24]  
Anonymous, on the other hand, has no meaningful budget. Instead, it relies on occasional 
donations [25] and largely operates by crowdsourcing volunteers of various skill levels 
to participate in its operations on an ad-hoc basis. [26] Despite this apparent limitation,  
Anonymous has demonstrated hacking capabilities to such a degree of sophistication 
that its ability to confront ISIS online is highly regarded and some experts even consider  
Anonymous to be a serious challenge to ISIS’s online operations. [27] This aspect of the  
conflict, in particular, demonstrates that cyberspace can be “a great equalizer.” [28] 

Second, Anonymous has a highly decentralized presence and leverages the talents of 
its members from around the world in its online fight against ISIS. The organization has 
been described as an “online global brain of community users” [29] and a “decentralized 
online community of users” [30] who expend effort “promoting collaborative global hacktiv-
ism” [31] and who are “based around the world and hail from every walk of life.” [32] However 
Anonymous might be characterized, it lacks the well-defined organizational structure that 
would be expected in other groups of similar size. Nowhere is this more evident than in  
the fight against ISIS. As one think tank researcher describes it:

 Like most hacktivist groups, #OpISIS is ostensibly flat and leaderless, though day-
to-day operations are sustained by a few dozen long-serving members who form 
the concrete core of the movement. In turn, they guide the efforts of hundreds 
of volunteers. Fragmentary groups tend to focus on different things (taking down 
websites, tagging Twitter accounts, locating propaganda videos, infiltrating jihadi 
forums), their roles converging and diverging at random. The result is organic and 
more than a little chaotic. But it works. [33] 
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Anonymous leverages cyber-attacks conducted by individuals and teams spread across 
the globe, [34] and although collaboration occurs, few, if any, of the participants launching 
the attacks are physically collocated, and most do not know each other. [35] 

Third, the online tactics, techniques and procedures used by Anonymous against ISIS 
fit the definition of unconventional. Anonymous has used online mockery, [36] disruption of 
communications, [37] counter-propaganda efforts, [38] and disruption of finance [39] to thwart 
ISIS operations and try “to shut down their ability to talk to the public.” [40] Furthermore, 
online attacks are in themselves unconventional in that attack skills are simple and in-
expensive to acquire. This is made evident by the fact that hackers-for-hire are relatively 
cheap [41] and, despite Anonymous’ lack of an operational budget, some of its most elite 
members have executed “devastating” attacks on high-profile targets are self-taught. [42]

Fourth, the online conflict between Anonymous and ISIS is low-intensity, and Anon-
ymous is making use of tactics that are intended to wear down support for ISIS and its 
effectiveness over time. [43] Nothing Anonymous has done or can do online (DDoS, website 
defacements, propaganda dissemination) will likely result in the death of ISIS members 
or large-scale physical destruction of their resources. This is simply due to the constraints 
of cyberspace —the inability to create kinetic effects (kill people or break things) via online 
attacks. All of this means that there will likely not be any powerful or decisive blow, but 
rather a continuous series of many small, disruptive attacks. 

Fifth, because Anonymous knows it cannot destroy ISIS through cyberspace, it instead 
seeks to contribute to the effort to break its willpower by restricting its operations and 
eroding its capabilities. Twitter is an effective tool for ISIS propaganda, [44] and an Anony-
mous-affiliated group has claimed responsibility for shutting down over 70,000 ISIS Twit-
ter accounts. [45] In November of 2015, Foreign Policy noted that Anonymous and its cohorts 
“claim to have dismantled some 149 Islamic State-linked websites and flagged roughly 
101,000 Twitter accounts and 5,900 propaganda videos” and then described Anonymous 
as postured to combat ISIS via the Twitter “town square” and the depths of the deep web. [46]

The Asymmetrical Nature of Cyberspace

Perhaps similar to Billy Mitchell’s struggle to convince and educate his contemporaries 
about the potential application of air power in the early 20th century, there is a learning 
curve to climb in understanding and institutionalizing the knowledge about the opera-
tions of cyber actors and the inherent nature of online combat. It stands to reason that  
as everything from military weapon systems to everyday objects in our lives are increas-
ingly interconnected and reliant on information systems, vulnerabilities and available  
attack vectors will increase accordingly and therefore so will the frequency and effects of 
attacks. Anyone who wishes to assert power and influence in the modern, globalized world 
must recognize and prepare for this obvious trend. 
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However, cyberspace is more than just a new warfighting domain that will be increas- 
ingly conducive to conflict over time. Its makeup is such that it is inherently asymmetrical, 
as exhibited in the online skirmish between Anonymous and ISIS, and this characteristic 
is a critical point in understanding the cyberwars of the future. Cyberspace is designed 
so that actors with relatively little conventional power can impose meaningful effects on  
significantly more powerful adversaries. Analyst John Arquilla once noted that “The  
destructive and disruptive power of small groups and even individuals—in the physical 
world as well as in cyberspace—just keeps growing.” [47] Scholar P.W. Singer recently noted, 
“Today, it is the United States that has the conventional edge on its adversaries, and thus 
many of its attackers see cyberattacks as their asymmetric way to work around a power 
imbalance.” [48]

The same highly interconnected architecture of the Internet that allows billions of people 
around the world to communicate instantaneously also allows for a planet full of potential 
attackers, making extreme geographic decentralization a standard feature of cyber armies. 
Hostile actions in cyberspace are also unconventional in nature, as described by retired 
Army General Wesley Clark: “There is no form of military combat more irregular than  
an electronic attack: it is extremely cheap, is very fast, can be carried out anonymously, 
and can disrupt or deny critical services precisely at the moment of maximum peril.” [49]  
But while online attacks are quick, frequent and can be persistent, they are also as yet 
unable to replicate the kinetic effects of combat in the physical world. With few rare  
exceptions, such as the tangibly destructive power of Stuxnet, [50] virtually all conflicts  
in cyberspace are of low intensity and will, therefore, require a protracted, persistent and 
committed effort to degrade capabilities and erode willpower over time. By recognizing  
all these asymmetrical features of cyber warfare, it will become easier to develop strateg- 
ies to counteract and mitigate threats in cyberspace. 
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